
 

N12’s Beat- Officer SA Cryer #2680 

October 17th to October 23rd 2015 

 

 

Burglary of Building 

15-99122  53xx N Tarrant Pkwy G2-4  10/21/15 (0200-1000) 

Offense Information:  Sovereign Apts; victim believes his friends stole his mother’s washer and 

dryer from apartment garage. 

 

Burglary of Vehicle  

15-98211  97xx Gessner Dr   10/18/15 (1700) to 10/19/15 (0756) 

15-303546  54xx Lori Valley Ln   10/18/15 (2100) to 10/19/15 (0500) 

15-98195  52xx Memorial Dr   10/18/15 (1330) to 10/19/15 (0550) 

15-303529  99xx Voss Ave   10/18/15 (0100)  

15-303520  54xx Lori Valley Ln   10/19/15 (0356-0357) 

Offense Information:  multiple vehicles parked in driveways of private residences; all unlocked 

or no sign of force; all were ransacked but most not missing anything; one had stolen wallet, IDs, 

and debit/credit cards; video of suspect obtained from neighbor. 

Suspect Information:  white male, upper teens, dark hair, wearing with hoodie and backwards 

ball cap; Property Crime Detective Kenjura and Keller PD Detective Moore working on 

identifying and filing on possible suspect who committed BMVs in this area last week as well. 

15-303575  81xx Island Park Ct   10/20/15 (2200) to 10/21/15 (0700) 

15-99131  83xx Ram Ridge Rd   10/20/15 (2330) to 10/21/15 (1450) 

15-98938  84xx Ram Ridge Rd   10/21/15 (0130-0700) 

15-303566  53xx Natchez Trl   10/21/15 (0200) 

Offense Information:  similar MO but different night and area; two vehicles left unlocked or no 

force and other 2 had broken side windows; stolen items including IPod Touch, pocket knife, 

empty purse, and change; one neighbor looked out after hearing alarm and saw suspect vehicle 

leaving scene. 

Suspect Information:  black Honda Accord 2dr, unknown LP. 

15-99328  89xx Graywolf Ridge Trl  10/21/15 (2100) to 10/22/15 (0700) 

15-98903  90xx Graywolf Ridge Trl  10/21/15 (0100-0120) 

Offense Information:  similar MO but different night and area; attempted BMV where actor 

busted out window but nothing missing; other vehicle was left unlocked and rummaged but 

nothing missing; video from neighbor showing unknown white male pulling on door handles; 

Detective Kenjura trying to get video. 

 

Auto Theft 

15-98200  97xx Gessner Dr   10/18/15 (2200) to 10/19/15 (0604) 

Offense Information:  related to BMVs above; victim left keys in their 2004 Dodge PU; 

recovered about 2 blocks away in good condition; no evidence found. 

 

Theft 

Four minor shoplifting thefts were reported but are non-preventable by extra patrols. These 

occurred at the Walmart Supercenter and resulted in citations or arrests. 


